
Best Seo Tips to Rank Your Wordpress Website in 
2020 
Everyone who owns a website wants to get as many clicks and viewers as possible. No matter 
what type of content you are providing, informing the readers about certain stuff, entertainment, 
promotion of your product/services, or anything else. To build a reliable audience you have to 
get as many visitors as possible. Now the question that arises here is “How to get people to 
click on your website?”  
 
There are various ways to bring traffic(visitors) to your site. However, Search Engine 
Optimization (SEO) is one of the best and most effective ways to do that. SEO is a collection of 
tricks and techniques that can help your website rank higher in search engine results. This 
increases your site’s visibility and can give your website a boost.  
 
When you have to find something on the internet, there’s one place you turn to, a search 
engine. This means if you want to get your website noticed, you’ll need to ensure that it appears 
in searches on Google and similar sites. Mainly, you’ll want your site to appear as close as 
possible to the top of the list.  
 
The best way to do this is through SEO. There are a number of benefits to optimizing your site 
for search engines. They include; 

● A highly-ranked site seems more trustworthy. 
● A site that ranks highly in Search Engine Results Pages (SERPs) has greater visibility 

and a great chance at increased traffic. 
● You’ll be able to provide your visitors with more useful and relevant information since 

SEO tends to focus on producing quality content. 
 
Even if you’re a total SEO starter, don’t panic! By creating a WordPress website, you’ve already 
taken a big step since the platform is well-optimized for search engines. Plus, there are a lot of 
simple and beginner-friendly ways to give your WordPress site a push towards the top of the 
rankings. Let’s take a look at those methods now. 
 

8 Best Seo Tips to Rank Your Wordpress Website in 
2020 
There are tons of simple ways to improve your WordPress site’s SEO, even if you’re a total 
beginner. Now let’s explore the top 8 tricks and techniques you can start using to rank your 
website higher in 2020. 



1. Create a Sitemap For Your Website 

Your website may contain hundreds of pages and in order to get your web pages referenced by 
Google, you need to tell Google your website structure. In order to do that, you’ll have to create 
a Google XML sitemap. Creating a Google XML sitemap is very easy. WordPress offers a highly 
useful plugin called Google XML Sitemaps. It automatically generates a sitemap of your website 
which will help search engines to better index/refer your website.  

2. Select Your Introducing Provider Carefully 

The introducing provider you choose is vital for SEO. As Google takes speediness into account 
when ranking sites, a good host can help push you to the maximum of the SERPs. Your host 
also shakes the amount of interruption your site experiences and the bodily space between 
servers and visitors both of which are ranking features.  
 
Finally, since Google provides HTTPS sites a small boost, you’ll need that too. At DreamHost, 
it’s free with all our procedures. If you haven’t produced your website so far, you’ll need to select 
a host that’s dependable and has a status for an excellent presentation. Even for a current site, 
you may need to study about swapping hosts if your current provider doesn’t meet these 
standards. 
 
A clever way to go is with a Word Press-specific hosting idea. Their fully-managed Word Press 
plans offer remarkable speeds and little to no stoppage. 

3. Select a Theme That’s Optimized for Search Engines 
Your theme is one of the most significant selections you’ll make for your Word Press site. It 
controls your site’s presence and layout, it can offer fresh functionality, and also plays a role in 
its SEO. for example, your theme can affect your site’s speed, which is energetic. The way a 
theme was advanced also matters as clean code gives your site the finest chance in SERPs. 
 
So, when selecting a theme you’ll want to opt for one erected with SEO in attention. These 
themes are frequently stated as ‘SEO-friendly’. You might also want to look for a theme that 
suggests structures exactly considered to progress your SEO, for example, new heading tag 
choices. Luckily, there are plenty of themes accessible that fit the bill. 

4. Use a Loyal SEO Plugin 

If you’re new to Word Press, you may not be aware of plugins. These are small pieces of 
add-on software that you can install, which enhance fresh types and functionality to your site. 



There’s a plugin to benefit your site to just about everything, counting rank advanced in search 
engines. In fact, there are many plugins planned exactly to advance your site’s SEO. 

 

These plugins can deliver minor, directed features such as producing a sitemap. For even well 
effects, you can also opt for a complete SEO plugin such as Yoast SEO, which will add an 
entire suite of optimization-attentive features to your site. 

5. Change Your ‘Permalink’ Construction 
Permalinks are the lasting URLs that point to your site’s individual posts, pages, and other 
content. They’re what the public will use to refer and link back to your site and in their entrance 
matters. Pure, imaginative links that define their content are at ease for search engines to make 
sense of and incline to get a ranking boost. 

6. Make a ‘Sitemap’ 

Sitemap is a list of all pages and other contents on your website, frequently prepared into a 
hierarchy. It delivers a rapid way to see what it contains and how your site is placed out. 
However, these sitemaps were once intended to support workers navigate websites; their main 
determination now is to connect data to hunt engine bots (which are also known as crawlers).  
 
However, adding a sitemap to your website doesn’t straightly increase its hunt engine rankings, 
it’s still a valuable SEO tool. It allows crawlers to see all of the pages on your site and recognize 
how they relate to one another. This makes it stress-free for search engines to index your site, 
and to present significant content in user searches. Adding a sitemap to Word Press is simple, 
you can do it with a directed plugin such as Google XML Sitemaps, or through a comprehensive 
SEO tool. 

7. Use Heading Tags throughout Your Content 

Although a sitemap is valuable for serving search engine crawlers to see how your site is 
prepared, it doesn’t help them make logic of the separate content. You need to utilize heading 
tags for that. These are arranging choices you can apply to section headings within pages and 
posts. 

8. Build Your Content around Keywords 
Probabilities are that you’ve met the concept of keywords before. These are small expressions 
that define your content’s theme. For example, you may select the keyword “easy recipes” for a 
blog post that parts simple recipe choices for trainees. 



 

Choosing a keyword for every post or page and consuming it in numerous places, for example, 
the label, the headings, and the content itself is a common way to communicate your topic to 
search engine crawlers and raise the probabilities of displaying your content in related 
searches. 

  

 
 
 
 
 


